LibRAIN Key Features

A full featured modern web based
integrated library software (ILS).
Full MARC21 support for
professional cataloguing.
Full catalogue, circulation,
acquisitions, library stock
management
Web based OPAC, public to search

Take control of your Library Management with LibRAIN
Library Management Software developed by Synertech.
Work smarter, provide exceptional service, and
maximize the usability of information services for your
users with LibRAIN.

the catalogue. Online reservation.

LibRAIN is a completely customizable and integrated
library system available to libraries of all types and sizes
today. Built from the ground-up to be entirely accessible
through the web and developed in close collaboration
with librarians, LibRAIN is on the cutting edge of
technology in the library management services arena.

Synertech

Supports both barcoding and RFID
(UHF).
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LibRAIN offer a complete end to end library management
solution, it ensures a seamless, consistent and pleasant
staff experience—from acquisitions and cataloguing to
circulation and reporting.
LibRAIN is developed by South Africans for South Africans
and is POPI compliant.
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sales@rfid.co.za
www.rfid.co.za

The following RFID enabled SmartDevices complement and enhance the LibRAIN Library
Management software:
Stock Code

Product Name

Description

STMT086

ManTag

Credit card type RFID enabled tag for the management of
personnel and patrons. Details such as photos, text and
barcodes can be printed on the cards in black and white or
colour (Can be supplied pre-printed or can be printed on-site
with a RFID card printer).

STLT091

LibTag

RFID tag for the tracking and management of library books.

SACU042

SmartActivator Counter
Unit
(non rugged)

A non-rugged RFID enabled desktop device used to
complement and enhance the circulation process of RFID
enabled library books.

SmartKiosk Library
(Conversion Station)

SmartKiosk Library is a self-contained work station set up to
enable the conversion of normally barcoded library books to
RFID so that they will operate successfully within the overall
RFID solution. In this configuration the unit has the ability to
be wheeled to wherever it is needed within a library.

SmartInterrogator

A hand-held reader that collects data and other information
programmed into the RFID tag, The information can then be
passed on or downloaded via optional connectivity methods
to the main management system. The device also enables
the user to read 2D barcodes.

SmartPortal Library

A purpose-built frame for deploying at library exits that is
fully RFID-enabled and integrated with the LMS, it is used to
collect and monitor data from tags passing through the exit
point. The portal is equipped with an exit gate with a
maglock to prevent unauthorized movement of books.

SmartPortal Library
(Compact)

A purpose-built compact frame for deploying at smaller
library exits that is fully RFID-enabled and integrated with the
LMS, it is used to collect and monitor data from tags passing
through the exit point. The portal is equipped with an exit
gate with a maglock to prevent unauthorized movement of
books.

SKL063

SIH071

SPL039

SPL039C

